2016 CODE+ HTML and CSS Content
HTML is used to create websites. It gives the capability to arrange graphics on webpage, link to different pages within a
website as well as link to different websites.
CSS is a stylesheet language that describes the presentation of HTML document. CSS elucidates how elements must be
rendered on screen or in any other media.
♦ Learn to add visual excitement to your website
♦ Learn to design forms
♦ Learn to publish your website to the internet

Course Highlights:
♦ Create your own web page
♦ Learn to Jazz up your web site with animations and designs
♦ Style your website with CSS

Course Schedule (subject to change):
SPR

Sun

TOPIC

DESCRIPTION

1.

1/31/2016

Getting Started

2.

2/7/2016

Create your First Web
Page

Get Started by learning where web is and how it works. Important
concepts and terminology. Clear up some buzzwords. Sample hands on
Example.
HTML elements, HTML headings, HTML Paragraphs, HTML Styles

3.

2/21/2016

Formatting text

4.

2/28/2016

Fun with Pictures

5.

3/6/2016

Creating Tables

6.

3/13/2016

Getting started with
CSS

7.

3/20/2016

Creating a Page Layout

8.

3/27/2016

Designing Forms

9.

4/3/2016

HTML Multimedia

Learn to add Sound, Music, Videos, movies, animations in your page

10.

4/17/2016

Publish your own
website

This will be the final project. Where you develop a complete web page
with all that you have learned so far and Publish your web site in the
internet.

Beef up your pages with design elements that you see in most
websites. Bold and strong Formatting, Italic and Emphasized
Formatting, Marked Formatting, Deleted/inserted Formatting,
Subscript/superscript formatting, quotation/citation elements,
comments
Add visual excitement to your websites. Add pictures . HTML Images,
Alteration attributes, screen readers, Size alterations, Animated
Images.
Organize contents, Create tables in your own web pages. HTML Border
attribute, HTML collapsed borders, HTML table with padding, HTML
border spacing
Learn to style your website. Learn what a style rule is. Discover the
secrets to jazz up your site with colors.
More advanced HTML and CSS topics. Learn to create the page layout.
Navigation bars, Side bars, Defining sections
Learn to design HTML Forms. Form elements, text input, radio button,
submit button, action/method attributes, GET/POST methods.
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